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WANTED FOR NICKING LOCAL PLANTS
LAAGER SITE IN JEAPORDY
All PH3 Hashers and their minders please know that laager sites are becomming ever
more difficult to find. The owners of the land we used today intentionally grow plants,
like the trendy Alcosia, to sell to nearby nurseries, where hashers could buy them rather
than nick them. Today's hares have the earned respect of the locals. Or is that had?
This area makes for fantastic run/walk trails in part due to
the many jungle-filled drainages opening into pastures,
hillside fruit orchards, bamboo forests and clear-running
streams, all seen along today's run and walk. The walkers
had the option of staying with the runners winding along
the 5 km of trails crisscrossing the streams and walking
through one, or joining the runners for their hill leg that
crossed 3 waterfalls and wound through some bamboo
forests (too big to nick) currently being harvested.
Go Go Trump, Kills Him and Kills Her set up a table
giving away the shirts originally intended for the two-

times canceled Outstation Run. This was a great surprise for everyone including several
virgins, visitors and visiting hashers. Welcome to PH3. Thanks to GGT and the
Outstation team for their years of effort. The GM remind the circle that next week
Christmas run will have Danish holiday food prepared with love by Wilma & Little Toe.
Run Offenses got Jessica in for courageous credit for having ratted out an ex-GM, also
her father, who's new shoes weren't called out the week before. Well done rat Jessica.
Fungus got in Massarap to clear any misunderstanding for last week having held her butt
next to his chest for so long when she fell backward trying to reach the next rubber
course. Apparently he was only building strength to boost her up because she's so short.
Right! Invisible Man got in Who The Fuck Is Alice shouting “this ain't the fricking
alps” for having used some broken branches as ski poles, poking IM in the ribs and face
a few times.
Too Old To Fuck came in to do the Lucky Lek imitation this week, which confused him
until he understood he wasn't supposed to be understood, easy for him: announcements!
Today's Steward had especially asked to follow Invisible Man by a week thinking he'd
have a pretty low benchmark to work from. Wrong thinking as the circle growled at the
sick one-liners nobody understood. Others jokes some got but wished they hadn't like
Why was the guy upset after sucking 13 oysters out of his grandmother's pussy? He'd
only put in 12!! Really great spot Repressed One. It takes balls to make jokes about
grandmother's pussy and Repressed One certainly proved he has them.
Several virgins were iced, much to the delight of the lecherous circle. Welcome to PH3!
Our horn Trainspotter apparently hadn't much of a clue
what to do which left several small groups of walkers
turning in circles before working back to the laager by
road. Come on Runmaster, get your horn properly
sorted or the run can be ruined. However, Trainspotter
must have done something right because the runners
and most of the walkers came in together and on time,
giving the hares a Good Run for their effort.
Of course Wilma was iced for making it back to the
laager before the GM, as is proper these days.

ON ON, Scribe, Fungus

